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The macro mechanical properties of soil-rock mixture are closely related to the meso-

structure features of block stones, namely, content, size, and shape. To promote the 

engineering application of soil-rock mixture, it is important to explore the meso-structure 

of the mixture, and evaluate its constitutive properties. The previous studies have shown 

that the wave propagation in the mixture is highly sensitive to the rock content and 

compaction. To clarify the meso-structure features of soil-rock mixture, this paper 

establishes a discrete element model of the mixture based on Particle Flow Code (PFC), 

investigates the wave propagation features in the model with different meso-structure 

parameters, and analyzes how the meso-structure parameters affect the wave 

propagation. The results show that: With the growing rock content, the first wave 

amplitude increased, while the take-off time shortened; With the growing feature size of 

block stone, the first wave amplitude gradually decreased, while the take-off time 

gradually lengthened; The soil-rock mixture containing spherical block stones had the 

highest first wave amplitude and shortest take-off time, while the mixture containing 

rectangular block stones  had the lowest first wave amplitude and longest take-off time. 

With the growing rock content, the maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and 

spectral area all exhibited an increasing trend; With the growing feature size of block 

stone, the maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral area all exhibited a 

decreasing trend. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The soil-rock mixture is a complex geological medium. Its 

physical-mechanical properties hinge on the nature and 

internal structure of the soil and rock particles. Due to its 

complex and nonlinear structure, the soil-rock mixture 

exhibits uncertain and irregular mechanical behaviors. 

Therefore, the meso-structure features of soil-rock mixture 

have attracted much attention in the academia.  

At present, the meso-structure of soil-rock mixture is mostly 

investigated by setting up random models of its features on 

various modeling software, after field measurement, image 

processing, and laser scanning. For example, Jin et al. [1] 

proposed the three-dimensional (3D) composite wall method, 

and realized the 3D discrete element simulation of the flexible 

membrane boundary. Medley and Lindquist [2] introduced the 

rock content measurement method in engineering to ascertain 

the rock content and distribution in soil-rock mixture. Li et al. 

[3] statistically analyzed the structural features of soil-rock

mixture through field survey, and simulated the distribution of

block stones in the mixture by the Monte-Carlo principle.

Through regression analysis and inverse Fourier transform, Yu

et al. [4] set the various parameters of block stones and

randomly placed them in soil-rock mixture, using the block

stone intersection determination algorithm. With the aid of

laser scanning, Lanaro and Tolppanen [5] analyzed the 3D

structure of soil-rock mixture, and derived the stone shape, 

particle size, and particle roughness within the mixture. 

Lafbnd et al. [6] performed computed tomography (CT) scan 

on soil-rock mixture, and evaluated the relationship between 

the state, distribution, and flow pattern of pores within the 

mixture. With the help of radar detection, Sass and 

Krautblatter [7] identified the size and composition of the 

block stone particles in soil-rock mixture. 

As a simple, fast, reliable, and nondestructive technique, 

wave detection has a promising prospect in the research on the 

internal structure of soil-rock mixture, because the wave 

features of soil-rock mixture depend directly on its structural 

features. Considering the particularity of the meso-structure of 

soil-rock mixture, it is necessary to clarify the relationship 

between the meso-structure features of the mixture and the 

wave propagation features, laying the basis for meso-structure 

analysis on the mixture. 

Since the 1950s, many scholars have explored the body 

wave theory of saturated soil-rock mixture. Biot [8] theorized 

the fluid wave in porous saturated materials, which is widely 

recognized in the academia. Ghorai et al. [9] discussed the 

propagation features of the Love wave on a layer of saturated 

porous medium with a rigid boundary and above an elastic 

half-space. Chen et al. [10] derived the characteristic equations 

of Rayleigh wave and Love wave in unsaturated porous media. 

The soil-rock mixture is a multiphase composite medium, 
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including solid phase, liquid phase, and gas phase. Because of 

the extremely heterogeneous structure, the soil-rock ratio, 

compaction, stone type, stone shape, and particle size may 

have a significant impact on wave propagation within the 

mixture [11]. 

To sum up, the following issues must be clarified to 

evaluate the internal structure of soil-rock mixture with wave 

detection: clarifying the wave propagation features in the 

mixture based on meso-structure analysis, setting up the 

correspondence between the meso-structure features of the 

mixture and wave responses, and characterizing the wave 

parameters that fully reflect the meso-structure features of the 

mixture. Therefore, this paper constructs a two-dimensional 

(2D) discrete element model of soil-rock mixture based on 

Particle Flow Code (PFC), and evaluates the influence of 

different meso-structure parameters on wave propagation in 

the mixture. 

 

 

2. MESO-STRUCTURE FEATURES 

 

The meso-structure of soil-rock mixture is very complex. 

Different particles in the mixture vary greatly in size and 

physical properties. The meso-structure is highly 

heterogenous, discontinuous, and non-uniform [12]. Four 

meso-structure parameters of the mixture were selected for 

quantitative analysis: rock content, feature size of block stone, 

and size of block stone. 

 

2.1 Rock content 

 

In soil-rock mixture, the size of block stones is independent 

of any other factors [13]. The rock content n can be calculated 

based on the total area Ai occupied by block stones, and the 

total area A occupied by the model: 
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2.2 Feature size of block stone 

 

To investigate the features of block stones in the mixture, it 

is necessary to limit their size in a certain range. In this paper, 

the size range of block stones is set to dmax= 0.75Lc [14]. 

 

2.3 Shape of block stone 

 

The shape of block stone affects the interaction between 

stones, and that between stone and surrounding soil particles, 

which in turn influence the mechanical properties of the 

mixture on the meso scale. In general, the appearance of block 

stone is described by three metrics, namely, the size of particle 

layer, edge angle, and roughness [15, 16]. 

 

2.4 Size distribution 

 

The size distribution of soil-rock mixture can be derived 

from the densities of block stones and the soil: 
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where, r is the diameter of block stone; Rr is the area of block 

stones with inner diameter smaller than r; R is the area of block 

stones; Pr is the mass percentage of block stones; S is the area 

of soil. 

By formula (2), the size distribution curve of block stone 

particles was obtained, and used to deduce the fractal 

dimension of the size of these particles. 

 

 

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

 

3.1 PFC model 

 

According to the previous tests on the mechanical properties 

of the soil-rock mixture [17], the meso-structure parameters of 

the soil and block stones in the mixture were determined 

(Table 1). 

 

Table 1. The material parameters of the discrete element model 

 

Block 

stone 

parameters 

Parallel bond 

effective 

modulus/Pa 

Parallel bond 

stiffness ratio 

Linear 

contact 

effective 

modulus /Pa 

Linear 

contact 

stiffness 

ratio 

Parallel bond 

tangential 

cohesive 

strength/Pa 

Parallel 

bond normal 

cohesive 

strength /Pa 

Friction 

coefficient 

Particle 

density/cm 

Value 30e9 2.5 29e9 2.5 1e8 1.2e8 0.5 2,500 

Soil 

parameters 

Contact bond 

effective 

modulus /Pa 

Contact bond 

stiffness ratio 

Contact 

bond tensile 

strength /Pa 

Contact 

bond shear 

strength /Pa 

Tangential 

critical damping 

ratio 

Normal 

critical 

damping 

ratio 

Friction 

coefficient 

Particle 

density/cm 

Value 2e8 2.5 3e5 1e5 0.2 0.4 0.4 1,800 

3.1.1 Models with different rock contents 

First, a 6,000*6,000 square wall boundary was set up. Then, 

different groups (soil and block stone) of spherical particles 

were generated by ball distribute. The spheres of block stones 

were differentiated from the soil spheres by the rock-soil 

threshold. For the models with different rock contents, the size 

of soil particles was always set to 200mm, the feature size of 

block stone to 600mm, and the spatial distribution of block 

stones to obey the random distribution in (0, 1), using 

math.random.uniform. The material parameters were 

configured as per Table 1. The relevant parameters were 

assigned separately to soil, block stones, and particles, forming 

the soil-rock mixture models with different rock contents 

(Figure 1). 

 

3.1.2 Models with different feature sizes of block stone  

Following the above rules, the rock-soil threshold was also 

adopted to distinguish between block stone group and soil 

group. Fixing the rock content at 30%, the particle size of the 

block stone group was changed to 300mm, 400mm, 500mm, 
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600mm, and 700mm, in turn. Without adjusting any other 

condition, the soil-rock mixture models with different feature 

sizes of block stone were obtained (Figure 2). 

 

3.1.3 Models with different shapes of block stone 

As shown in Figure 3, in the soil-rock mixture models with 

different shapes of block stone, the soil particles are still 

simulated as spheres, while the block stones are simulated as 

rigid clusters in the shape of sphere, square, or rectangle. The 

spheres and rigid clusters were given different particle 

parameters. For the consistency of rock content and feature 

size of block stone, 77 block stones (rigid clusters) were 

generated for each of the three models. 

 

     
(a) W=10% (b) W=30% (c) W=50% (d) W=70% (e) W=90% 

 

Figure 1. The soil-rock mixture models with different rock contents 

 

     
(a) r=0.15m (b) r=0.2m (c) r=0.25m (d) r=0.3m (e) r=0.35m 

 

Figure 2. The soil-rock mixture models with different feature sizes of block stone 

 

   
(a) Spherical block stones (b) Square block stones (c) Rectangular block stones 

 

Figure 3. The soil-rock mixture models with different shapes of block stone 

 

3.2 Wave propagation model 

 

3.2.1 Arrangement of measuring points 

Based on the above meso-structure models of soil-rock 

mixture, the left side was taken as the incident boundary of a 

sine wave, and the right side as the transmission boundary. On 

the right side, several measuring points were arranged at an 

interval of 1,500mm to receive the wave signal from the left 

side (Figure 4). The sine wave was loaded dynamically to each 

of the above models, which differ in rock content, feature size 

of block stone, and shape of block stone, in order to observe 

the waveform. 

 

3.2.2 Vibration source 

The controllable vibrator usually emits a sine/cosine wave. 

Theoretically, the emission effect of the source improves with 

the clarity of the wave conduction. In this paper, a sine wave 

is excited by the mechanism in Figure 5: 

 

)2sin()( tfAtF =   
(3) 

 

where, 𝐴 is the maximum amplitude of the exciting force, i.e. 

the maximum amplitude transmitted after the vibration occurs; 

f is the dominant frequency of the wave load function. Here, 

the values of A and f are set to 100Pa and 100Hz, respectively. 

The sine wave thus excited was loaded to each model of the 

soil-rock mixture. As shown in Figure 6, the time-history of 

the vibration is as desired, indicating the rationality of the 

excitation mode. 

 

3.2.3 Conditions of transmission boundary 

During boundary setting, the target boundary must be able 

to eliminate all the energy of the incident wave. The 

transmission boundary can be simulated by presetting the 

contact force. Suppose an incident vibration wave Ut appears 

on the boundary. The amplitude of the wave must be doubled, 

so that the amplitude will not be halved after the wave energy 

is absorbed. Hence, the contact force between particles can be 

obtained as: 

 

( ) 





−=
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Considering the dispersion effect, a correction factor was 

added to the above formula to obtain more reasonable results: 
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where, ξ and η are the correction coefficients for the dispersion 

effect of longitudinal and transverse waves, respectively; Cp 

and Cs are the velocities of longitudinal and transverse waves, 

respectively; 𝑈𝑛
•

and 𝑈𝑠
•

 are the normal and tangential 

velocities of particles, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The arrangement of measuring points 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The excitation mechanism 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The time-history of vibration 

 

3.3 Simulation of wave propagation 

 

The sine wave was loaded on the left side in each of the five 

models with different rock contents. The wave signal was 

received by the five measuring points on the right side. Then, 

the velocity and displacement could be directly obtained. 

Taking time as the abscissa and X-direction displacements of 

the measuring points as the ordinate, the time-histories of 

displacements measured at different places of soil-rock 

mixtures with different rock contents were plotted (Figures 7-

11). 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The time-history of displacement with rock content 

of 10% 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The time-history of displacement with rock content 

of 30% 

 

 
 

Figure 9. The time-history of displacement with rock content 

of 50% 

 

 
 

Figure 10. The time-history of displacement with rock 

content of 70% 
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Figure 11. The time-history of displacement with rock 

content of 90% 

 

From Figures 7-11, it can be seen that the entire waveform 

gradually declined and then tended to be stable. Comparing the 

five groups of waveforms, with the growing rock content, the 

peak gradually increased, the time to reach the peak gradually 

shortened, and the total vibration time continued to grow.  

For the lack of space, the time-histories of displacement and 

velocity of the models with different feature sizes and shapes 

of block stone are not presented here. These time-histories 

were plotted similarly as Figures 7-11. 

 

 

4. INFLUENCE ANALYSIS 

 

As the sine wave passes through the soil-rock mixture, the 

information carried by the wave is contained in the waveform 

curve. The information fully reflects the internal mechanical 

properties and structural features of the soil-rock mixture. In 

this chapter, the time-domain waveforms of the sine wave 

passing through soil-rock mixture are numerically simulated 

with different meso-structure parameters. Then, the useful 

parameter information was extracted, and used to analyze the 

variation of wave parameters with meso-structure features. 

 

4.1 Time domain feature analysis 

 

4.1.1 Influence law of rock content 

From the time-domain waveforms with different rock 

contents, the relationships between rock content of the soil-

rock mixture and amplitude of the first wave, and the take-off 

time (peak arrival time) were obtained (Figure 12-13). 

 

 
 

Figure 12. The relationship between rock content and first 

wave amplitude 

 
 

Figure 13. The relationship between rock content and take-

off time 

 

As shown in Figures 12 and 13, with the growing rock 

content, the first wave amplitude gradually increased, while 

the take-off time shortened. By peak velocity, the three media, 

namely, pure soil, pure rock, and soil-rock mixture, could be 

ranked as pure rock > soil-rock mixture > pure soil. 

Under the effects of soil and block stones, the wave 

propagates non-uniformly in soil-rock mixture. As a result, 

higher rock content speeds up the propagation velocity in the 

mixture, amplifies the displacement at each point on the right 

side, and shortens the time to reach the first peak. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that: In the soil-rock mixture 

(1) the first wave amplitude increases with rock content; (2) 

the take-off time decreases with the growing rock content. 

 

4.1.2 Influence law of feature size of block stone 

From the time-domain waveforms with different feature 

sizes of block stone, the relationships between feature size of 

block stone in the soil-rock mixture and amplitude of the first 

wave, and the take-off time were obtained (Figure 14-15). 

As shown in Figures 14 and 15, with the growing feature 

size of block stone, the first wave amplitude gradually 

decreased. Under the same rock content of 30%, the greater 

the feature size of block stone, the smaller the displacements 

at the measuring points, that is, the slower the velocities, and 

the longer the take-off time at these points. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. The relationship between feature size of block 

stone and first wave amplitude 
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Figure 15. The relationship between feature size of block 

stone and take-off time 

 

It can be concluded that: In the soil-rock mixture, (1) the 

first wave amplitude decreases with the feature size of block 

stone; (2) the take-off time increases with the feature size of 

block stone. 

 

4.1.3 Influence law of the shape of block stone 

From the time-domain waveforms with different shapes of 

block stone, the relationships between the shape of block stone 

in the soil-rock mixture and amplitude of the first wave, and 

the take-off time (peak arrival time) were obtained (Figure 16-

17). The particle state and size of the soil-rock mixture can 

basically reflect the overall formation process of the mixture. 

The mechanical features of the mixture in mechanics is the 

manifestation of the interaction between its internal particles 

[18]. 

As shown in Figures 16-17, as the block stones changed 

from spheres to squares and then to rectangles, the first wave 

amplitude gradually decreased, while the take-off time 

increased. This is because, for the soil-rock mixture with a 

high rock content, the block stones generate the highest 

friction in rectangular shape, followed in turn by square shape 

and spherical shape. Therefore, the first wave amplitudes of 

the mixtures with three different shapes of block stones 

exhibited the following pattern: spherical block stones had the 

highest peak, followed by square stones, and then by 

rectangular stones. In terms of take-off time, the rectangular 

block stones had the longest take-off time, followed in turn by 

square stones, and spherical stones.  

 

 
 

Figure 16. The relationship between shape of block stone 

and first wave amplitude 

 
 

Figure 17. The relationship between shape of block stone 

and take-off time 
 

4.2 Frequency domain feature analysis 
 

4.2.1 Influence law of rock content 

From the time-domain waveforms with different rock 

contents, the wave signal was extracted from the soil-rock 

mixture, and processed by Fourier transform and wavelet 

transform, producing the corresponding frequency-domain 

waveforms. From the obtained waveforms, the frequency-

domain parameters sensitive to rock content (maximum 

amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral area) were 

identified, and their variations with rock content were 

analyzed. 
 

 
 

Figure 18. The relationship between rock content and 

maximum amplitude 
 

 
 

Figure 19. The relationship between rock content and 

dominant frequency 
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Figure 20. The relationship between rock content and 

spectral area 

 

Figures 18-20 show the variations of frequency-domain 

parameters (maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and 

spectral area) with rock content at different measuring points. 

The abscissa is the stone content (10%-90%), and the ordinate 

is maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral area, 

respectively. It can be seen that, with the growing rock content, 

the maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral 

area all exhibited an increasing trend.  

 

4.2.2 Influence law of feature size of block stone 

From the time-domain waveforms with different feature 

sizes of block stone, the wave signal was extracted from the 

soil-rock mixture, and processed by Fourier transform and 

wavelet transform, producing the corresponding frequency-

domain waveforms. From the obtained waveforms, the 

frequency-domain parameters sensitive to the feature size of 

block stone (maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and 

spectral area) were identified, and their variations with the 

feature size of block stone were analyzed. 

 

 
 

Figure 21. The relationship between feature size of block 

stone and maximum amplitude 

 

 
 

Figure 22. The relationship between feature size of block 

stone and dominant frequency 

 

 
 

Figure 23. The relationship between feature size of block 

stone and spectral area 

 

Figures 21-23 show the variations of frequency-domain 

parameters (maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and 

spectral area) with feature size of block stone at different 

measuring points. The abscissa is the radius of block stone 

(0.15m-0.35m), and the ordinate is maximum amplitude, 

dominant frequency, and spectral area, respectively. It can be 

seen that, with the growing feature size of block stone, the 

maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral area 

all exhibited a decreasing trend.  

 

4.2.3 Influence law of shape of block stone 

From the time-domain waveforms with different shapes of 

block stone, the wave signal was extracted from the soil-rock 

mixture, and processed by Fourier transform and wavelet 

transform, producing the corresponding frequency-domain 

waveforms. From the obtained waveforms, the frequency-

domain parameters sensitive to the feature size of block stone 

(maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral area) 

were identified, and their variations with the shape of block 

stone were analyzed. 
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Figure 24. The relationship between shape of block stone 

and dominant frequency 

Figure 25. The relationship between shape of block stone 

and maximum amplitude 

Figure 26. The relationship between shape of block stone 

and spectral area 

Figures 24-26 show the variations of frequency-domain 

parameters (maximum amplitude, dominant frequency, and 

spectral area) with the shape of block stone at different 

measuring points. The abscissa is the shapes of block stone 

(sphere, square, and rectangle), and the ordinate is maximum 

amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral area, respectively. 

It can be seen that, the maximum amplitude and spectral area 

did not exhibit any clear change law; but the dominant 

frequency obeyed the following trend: square block stones had 

the highest dominant frequency, followed in turn by 

rectangular block stones, and spherical stones. 

5. CONCLUSIONS

To disclose the internal meso-structure of soil-rock mixture, 

this paper establishes the PFC model of soil-rock mixture, and 

applies the model to analyze the wave propagation in the 

mixture. On this basis, the authors discussed how the meso-

structure of the mixture affects the wave propagation features. 

The main conclusions are as follows: 

(1) Starting with the waveform features obtained by 
numerical simulation, the variations of time-frequency wave 

parameters were observed with different meso-structure 

parameters. The results show that: With the growing rock 

content, the first wave amplitude increased, while the take-off 

time shortened; With the growing feature size of block stone, 

the first wave amplitude gradually decreased, while the take-

off time gradually lengthened; The soil-rock mixture 

containing spherical block stones had the highest first wave 

amplitude and shortest take-off time, while the mixture 

containing rectangular block stones had the lowest first wave 

amplitude and longest take-off time. 
(2) From the frequency-domain signal, the relationship 

between frequency-domain wave parameter’s and the meso-

structure parameters of soil-rock mixture was derived as: With 

the growing rock content, the maximum amplitude, dominant 

frequency, and spectral area all exhibited an increasing trend; 

With the growing feature size of block stone, the maximum 

amplitude, dominant frequency, and spectral area all exhibited 

a decreasing trend. 
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